
2 - Representative Experience – Personalize & Share



Representative Experience –
Personalize the e-store



Representative can choose 4 shops to clicking 
Add/change shops, all the shops will be 
displayed then Representative can pick 4 by 
clicking on them then save



Once saved – the selected shops will be displayed. If nothing was 
selected the default shops will be displayed.

Preview picture shows what it will look 
like on their store to customers & where 
it will be displayed



• Seasonality (Christmas/Summer..etc.)
• Category (make up, Skincare..etc.)
• Be creative J

What other shops can 
you think of?

?
? ?
?



Representative can choose 4 shops by 
clicking Add/change shops

In the Step “Personalize 
my store”, how many 

stores can a 
Representative choose?

? ?
?

?



Representative can scroll right or left to check the ‘get 
the look’ they would like to display on their store 



Representative Comment Functionality

If Representative has added a comment to product it will show above all product 
page details. No characters limitation, all comments are shown.

• Representative profile image is 
shown beside the comment

• If representative didn’t upload 
picture, a default image will be 
displayed



Representative Tagging View

Once Representative clicks on (save 
& Tag button) the comments become 
visible to customers



Representative Edit

The platform allows the Representative to edit or remove the tag 
anytime. 

How often can a Representative edit their 
recommendation for a particular product?

As many times as they like?



Representative Experience –
Promote the e-store



Progress bar shows that the personalisation step was completed 

Last step is to promote the store



Progress bar shows that the personalisation step was completed 

Last step is to promote the store



When clicking on copy my 
link, an email will be 
received by the 
Representative with their 
URL

When clicking on e-mail my 
online customers, your 
customers will receive the 
link for your store

Social media that is popular 
will be displayed here
When the Representative 
clicks on the icon they can 
share it in their page



How often is it 
recommended to email the 

store to my customers? 

Every campaign or when there are new 
offers/products

? ?
?

?



Progress bar shows that all 3 steps were completed



Representative Experience –
Tagging Products





Products added here are 
the products that are 
selected by Marketing

Representatives can select 
any other products from 
here





What is the difference 
between I love and I 

recommend?

I love: I have tried it & I love it

I recommend: My customers are 
happy with it, yet I may not have 

tried it myself

? ?
?

?



Once Done… 3 options are proposed as call to action

When clicked opens 
e-store in a new tab

When clicked directs to e-store 
manager dashboard page

When clicked directs to 
representative  website using 
Single sign on in a new tab



How many times can 
a Representative 

change their e-store 
name?

E-Store name cannot be 
changed it once it is done

? ?
?

?



Yes, as many times as they 
want to

Can a Representative 
change their location on the 
map and the delivery radius 
after she has done it once? 

How many times?

? ?
?

?



Can the Representative 
“close” their e-store to 

new customers?

Yes

? ?
?

?



What if the products the 
Representative chooses to 
personalize, are no longer 

within the current 
campaign?

They won’t appear on the 
store

? ?
?

?



What happens to the 
recommendations the 
Representative wrote 

about a product that was 
inactive and then 

becomes active? Do they 
still show?

Yes 

? ?
?

?



What happens if a 
Representative is 

removed? 

The Customer will be 
prompted to find a new 
Representative when 
they click on the link

? ?
?

?


